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Session Agenda

● A little bit of context about our OA functionality

● Client Speaker: Ellen Phillips, Boston University

● What’s new in Repository Tools & the OA Monitor? 

● Plans for the future

● Planning an RT1 to RT2 Migration



A bit of context



In the beginning, there 
was Repository Tools...



Our next generation integrations



How Repository Tools 2 works 



Manage waiver requests automatically

Elements offers functionality that allows researchers to request a waiver for the 
institution’s OA Policy. This configurable functionality: 
● Automatically grants the researcher a waiver upon request and logs within 

Elements that the waiver was granted. 
● Can be enabled on a group-by-group basis or even only for selected 

individuals. 
● Allows institutions to customise and brand their waiver template
● Offers a choice of prompts within the system. 



The Open Access Monitor

The purpose of the OA Monitor is to: 
● Monitor and report on deposits & 

engagement. 
● Identify OA champions.
● Provide central workspace for admin 

staff to facilitate OA activities including 
deposits and advocacy.

● Track OA policy compliance and record 
article-level exceptions & opt-outs.



OA Monitor Reports 

● Easy access to reports on 
depositing and OA policy 
compliance.  

● Report by group and/or user(s)
● OA relevant filters including 

dates, compliance status and 
awaiting deposit. 

● Produces CSV with one row per 
publication per repository/policy



What’s new in 
Repository Tools & 
the OA Monitor? 



New Hyrax RT2 integration

Our new repository integration with Hyrax, creates a rich 
bi-directional connection between Elements and Hyrax with 
both harvest and deposit functionality. 

Features include: 
● Harvest & differential harvest to ensure Elements 

accurate represents all of the items in your repository

● Deposit  functionality including the ability to: 
○ Upload files from their computer 
○ Directly deposit full text files found on arXiv and Europe 

PubMed Central to the repository. 
○ Deposit an OA Location/ 
○ Perform subsequent deposits, submitting additional files to 

the repository after the initial deposit. 

● Uses a combination of MODS and METS 
metadata schemas



Hyrax RT2 integration - A thank you to Oxford!

This new integration would not have been possible without the contributions of our 
development partner, the Bodleian Libraries at the University of Oxford. 

The team at Oxford, working alongside CottageLabs, have developed a SWORD2 API 
gem for Hyrax and developed an OAI-PMH API service within Hyrax in order to make 
this integration possible and they plan to share this code with the open-source Hyrax 
community in the near future. 

The team at Oxford have also been instrumental to the development of example 
bi-directional crosswalks using the MODS and METS metadata schemas, ensuring we 
have created a robust standards-based solution.

Oxford plans to launch their new Hyrax repository in January 2020. 



Automated metadata updates
for RT2 EPrints & DSpace

Elements now offers a new highly configurable 
framework to manage the controlled push of 
metadata updates from Elements to EPrints. 

Institutions configure which metadata updates are 
‘relevant’ to their repository, ensuring that Elements 
will only populate updates to those specific 
permitted metadata fields. 

To ensure relevance schemes are easy to configure 
and maintain we have introduced a new relevance 
scheme editor, enabling system administrators to 
edit and test their relevance schemes directly within 
the Elements UI.



Multiple RT2 sources of the same kind

We have extended our Repository Tools 2 framework to allow institutions to integrate 
with multiple repositories of the same kind. For example an institution can now integrate 
both their Eprints-based papers repository and their Eprints-based data repository.

Additional Eprints, DSpace or Hyrax RT2 data sources can be generated within Elements 
upon request. For more information or assistance setting up an additional RT2 data 
source please contact Symplectic support. 

+ +



RT2 Metadata-only Deposit

Our new metadata-only deposit feature 
allows institutions to choose to permit 
deposits without a file or an OA Location. 

This new feature is available for DSpace, 
EPrints, Figshare for Institutions and Hyrax 
RT2 integrations. Once enabled,  Researchers 
will see a new option on the RT2 deposit 
page allowing them to choose to ‘Deposit 
without files’. 



Custom Icons for RT2 sources

Administrators can now upload a custom 
data source icon for their repository and 
custom institutional sources. 

This new feature allows institutions to create 
a strong visual link between repository 
records within Elements and the branding 
used on the repository itself. 



Capture exceptions 
per OA policy

In the OA Monitor, it’s now possible for 
exceptions to be captured on a per 
policy-basis for each publication. 

This allows institutions with multiple policies 
more granular control over tracking waivers 
and other exceptions. 

When applying an exception, you can choose 
to save it to only the policy in question, or save 
it to all applicable policies. 



OA Monitor: Manage exceptions via the API

You can now manage OA Monitor exceptions in bulk using the Elements API. 

This new functionality allows administrators to apply or remove exceptions and 
associated exception comments. 

We have added new examples to our Postman collection of API operations to guide 
you on how to do this. For additional information please contact Symplectic support. 



Override OA 
compliance status

Administrators can now override a 
publication’s OA compliance status, against 
the selected OA policy using our new 
compliance override feature.

This new feature allows system administrators 
and system verifiers to permanently override 
the calculated compliance status and record a 
reason for the override. If needed, this 
override can be edited in the future to either 
change the status or return to the calculated 
status. 



Plans for the future



RT2 Migrations



Repository integrations by platform

-

12 
RT1 DSpace 

1
Hyrax

14 
RT1 EPrints 

9
RT2 Eprints

4
RT1 Fedora 3

2 
Others

17
Figshare for 
Institutions

*as at 25 June 2019 - includes live and implementing integrations

22 
RT2 DSpace



Retiring Repository Tools 1 

We are announcing the ‘end of support’ for Repository 
Tools 1 effective the first release of 2022. 

This is to allow time for all institutions to migrate from 
RT1 to RT2. 



Key stages of a migration

Transfer RT1 linkages

Adjust OA policy settings

Adjust other integrations

Plan cut over & go-live

Plan field mappings

Customise crosswalks

Configure connection

Test crosswalks



Planning your field mappings

Repository

Title

Provenance

Volume, Issue

DD.MM.YYYY YY-MM-DD

Elements

Title

Volume

Issue

Elements

Title

Author

ORCID

Linked grant fields

Subsequent deposit

Grant ID

Repository

Title

Author, ORCID

Funder name

Filed added by

Harvest crosswalks Deposit crosswalks



Customising your 
crosswalks

Written in XML, the crosswalks are 
supported by an extensive, flexible 
schema. 

Start by defining your default mapping 
and then add specific type/field 
customisations.

Use the object-neighbourhood features 
to allows you to map metadata about 
linked objects (users, grants etc).  



Customising your 
crosswalks

In Elements 5.15 we introduced 
functionality which allows 
administrators to edit the crosswalks 
directly within the Elements UI. 

When you finish making your edits you 
will be able to test your crosswalk and 
then save it and automatically upload 
the changes. 



Testing Crosswalks

Always start in a Test Environment for 
both systems.

Two Stages:
- Use our built in crosswalk tester 

before you enable the connection
- Enable the connection and run 

the harvest and make deposit s 
and review results

Adjust the crosswalks and retest. 

 



Optional: Automated 
Metadata updates

If you desire to use our Automated 
Metadata updates you will need to 
configure which metadata updates are 
‘relevant’ to their repository. 

This ensure that Elements will only 
populate updates to those specific 
permitted metadata fields. 



Repository

56723

34580

23423

34234

25435 34785

Elements

24870

23409

86347

23446

Transfer RT1 linkages to RT2

We can provide you with a script to take 
the matches from your RT1 integration 
(held in the identifiers table) and use 
them to inform the matches created on 
the initial harvest into Elements. This 
ensures your existing known linkages are 
preserved. 

Any new items will then be matched 
within Elements via our standard 
matching algorithm. 



Adjust OA Policy 
settings

Review your OA Policy settings to 
ensure they are consistent with your 
new crosswalks. 

Make sure you adjust the target 
repository to be your new integration. 



Adjust OA fields in 
other integrations 

In RT1 links between publications in 
Elements and publications in the 
repository existed at the ‘object’ level. In 
RT2 these links exist at the record level. 

Remember to adjust your other 
integrations to use the new RT2 fields or 
you will lose your links to the repository 
from your reports or profile system. 



Plan cutover and go-live

Communicate the 
planned outage

Configure your 
RT2 connection 

(but don’t enable)

Transfer RT1 links 
and start RT2 

harvest

Suspend RT1 
integration & 

module access

Turn on deposit, 
give users access 

and go live!



Key points to keep in mind

 

Need to plan a 
cutover

Important to plan 
mappings

Scheduling is 
important

Check out the 
materials on our 

support site

Think about 
knowledge and 

skillls you’ll need

Migration 
not an 

upgrade

Two new 
crosswalks 

needed

Self-migrate 
or use our 

service

Start by 
reviewing  

documentation

Get all the 
right people 

involved



Any questions? 


